BEGINNERS GROUP
Marking Scheme

LANGUAGE SECTION (29 pts.)
A. 1 pt. each; 16 pts.
   1. arrived
   2. am staying
   3. has
   4. is coming / is going to come / will come
   5. leaves
   6. have already seen
   7. haven’t visited
   8. was built
   9. were walking
   10. took
   11. saw
   12. don’t usually buy / usually don’t buy
   13. is
   14. want
   15. are going / are going to go / will go
   16. are sold

B. 1.5 pts. each; 7.5 pts.
   1. , whose parents were from Norway,
   2. , when he was working in Washington.
   3. , which is about a strange man, Mr. Wonka
   4. ( , ) where he makes amazing, magical sweets.
   5. who love dancing and making chocolate.

C. 0.5 pts. each; 1.5 pts.
   Spelling mistakes: All off
   1. prettier than
   2. less expensive than
   3. more comfortable / comfortable

D. 0.5 pts. each; 4 pts.
   1. divorced
   2. X
   3. only
   4. both / X
   5. in
   6. X
   7. was
   8. Although

READING SECTION (26 pts.)

TEXT I (12.5 pts.)
A. 0.5 pts. each; 2.5 pts.
   1. f
   2. e
   3. b
   4. c
   5. d
B. 1 pt. each; 4 pts.

1. our (own) sun
2. the moon, planets and comets
3. our sun
4. (one hundred billion) stars in the Milky way

C. 2 pts. each; 6 pts.

1. (They shine so brightly in the sky) because they are sources of light.
2. It is a white band of stars (that stretches across the night sky).
3. We see the constellations in different positions in the sky at different times of the year.

TEXT II (13.5 pts.)

A. 1 pt. each; 4 pts.

1. people
2. flowers and plants (in the countryside)
3. Hızır
4. the rings

B. 1.5 pts. each; 7.5 pts.

1. Hıdrellez (Festival, one of Turkey’s seasonal festivals,) is celebrated / people celebrate Hıdrellez (Festival)
2. Hagia Georgi
3. clean (their) houses
4. (to visit) clean houses / houses that are clean
5. buy (new) clothes

C. 2 pts.

1. Because they believe Hızır will bring good luck and prosperity to the places which he visits and the things which he touches.
VOCABULARY SECTION (10 pts.)
A. 1 pt. each; 10 pts.
1. made
2. enough
3. necessary
4. called
5. consisted
6. move
7. desert
8. share
9. outdoors
10. protect

WRITING SECTION (20 pts.)
A. (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)
I. The irrelevant sentences are 4 and 6.
II. The irrelevant sentences are 4 and 8.
B. (3 pts.) People travel / like travelling by train for several reasons.
   The train is a popular way of transportation for several reasons.
C. (3 pts.) Second, there are (also) cumulus clouds.

Model Paragraph
The process of producing coffee involves several steps. **First**, the fruit is harvested in / on a farm by hand. **Then**, it is delivered to the processing plant by trucks. **After** it is washed to separate the beans in the pulping machine, the largest beans are selected in rotating drums. **Later**, they are transported to fermentation tanks so that the top layer of the beans can be removed / to remove the top layer of the beans. **Afterwards**, the beans are dried by spreading them on drying tables. **Finally**, they are exported to other countries by ships or trucks.

LISTENING SECTION (15 pts.)
A. 1.5 pts. each; 6 pts.
1. seasick
2. accident
3. mechanical
4. train
B. 1 pt. each; 4 pts.
C. 1 pts. each; 5 pts.
1. a 2. c 3. b 4. c 5. a